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OzLED - New Products

Flash Patterns 40

Voltage 10-30 VDC

Current Draw 1A @ 12.8VDC 

LEDs 3Watt GEN3 High Intensity

IP Rating IP67

Working Temperature -40⁰C to + 50⁰C

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

24

DESCRIPTION
EOS Square

PART NUMBER
E8EOSS4(X)

EOS SQUARE Series

The all new EOS Square warning light is 
designed to fit into locations where 
conventional long lights do not fit. They also 
allow for multiple lights to be mounted in 
close proximity.

8EVP have designed the light with an 
extremely low profile of only 10mm.

The EOS Square is available in red, blue, 
amber, green, white and any combination of 
these in a split colour configuration.

Flash patterns include the all new, industry 
first Eight EVP cruise-flash™. This unique 
flash pattern provides a background light 
output of 5% between flashes which means 
you obtain a continuous light output when 
the light is activated.

E8EOSR4

Flash Patterns 40

Voltage 10-30 VDC

Current Draw 1A @ 12.8VDC 

LEDs 3Watt GEN3 High Intensity

IP Rating IP67

Working Temperature -40⁰C to + 50⁰C

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DESCRIPTION
EOS Round

PART NUMBER
E8EOSR4(X)

EOS ROUND Series

The all new EOS Round warning light is 
designed to fit into locations where 
conventional long lights do not fit, such as 
the bumper mouldings where optional fog 
lights may be fitted.

8EVP have designed the light with an 
extremely low profile of only 10mm.

The EOS Round is available in red, blue, 
amber green, white and any combination of 
these in a split colour configuration.

Flash patterns include the all new, industry first 
Eight EVP cruise-flash™. This unique flash pattern 
provides a background light output of 5% between 
flashes which means you obtain a continuous light 
output when the light is activated.
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REPLACE (x) OR (xx) IN ORDER 
NUMBER FOR COLOUR SELECTION

REPLACE (x) OR (xx) IN ORDER 
NUMBER FOR COLOUR SELECTION
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